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This is my favorite kind of these tweets, where a completely made-up statistic is

wedded to a fact everyone learned in grade school, and both are presented as a

huge discovery.

Chadwick Moore
@Chadwick_Moore

Replying to @ewarren
At the height of slavery, in the 1860s, only 4% of southern whites 
owned slaves. The Republican Party was founded to end slavery. 
The KKK was established by the democrats post-reconstruction.

757 6:39 AM - Mar 20, 2019

624 people are talking about this

If you’ve ever taken a course on the Civil War or slavery, or read an actual book on it, or ... I don’t know ...

read a Highlights magazine, you know that the percentage claim is laughably wrong.

But here, take a look at this piece by  and , which breaks down this idiotic claim

and some others too:

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2015/09/slavery-myths-seven-lies-half-truths-and-irrelevancies-

people-trot-out-about-slavery-debunked.html

@jbouie @rebeccaonion

Seven Lies, Half-Truths, and Irrelevancies People Trot Out About Slavery—Debunked 
A certain resistance to discussion about the toll of American slavery isn’t confined to the least savory
corners of the Internet. Last year, in an...

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2015/09/slavery-myths-seven-lies-half-truths-and-irrelevancies-people-trot…

As they noted there, the actual percentage is about nine times higher than that claim — 32% of white

families in the states that seceded had slaves.  

 

And in some states it was almost *half* the white population.  

 

http://www.civil-war.net/pages/1860_census.html
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https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D2JA4dUWsAA3LAK.jpg

As clumsy as that math is, the history is even worse.  

 

In countless speeches and the formal declarations of secession, these states made it clear they were

seceding to protect slavery.  

 

Probably because more than 4% were involved with it directly? 

 

https://www.battlefields.org/learn/primary-sources/declaration-causes-seceding-states

But hey, it’s true the Republican Party was against slavery when it was founded, so I’m sure the rest of

that tweet checks out.
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